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DISCLAIMER

22021 Annual General Meeting

Summary
This presentation has been prepared by Palla Pharma Limited (PAL). The following disclaimer applies to this presentation and any information provided in this presentation. The information in this presentation is of a general nature and does 
not purport to be complete nor does it contain all information which a prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in PAL, or that would be required in a prospectus prepared in accordance with the requirements of the 
Corporations Act. 

You are advised to read this disclaimer carefully before reading or making any other use of this presentation or any information contained in this presentation. In accepting this presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms and 
conditions including any modifications to them. Certain market data use in connection with this presentation may have been obtained from research, surveys or studies conducted by third parties, including industry or general publications. 
Neither PAL nor its representatives have independently verified any such market or industry data provided by third parties or industry or general publications. PAL gives no warranties in relation to the statements and information in this 
presentation.

Not financial or product advice
This presentation is not an offer, invitation, solicitation or other recommendation with respect to the subscription for, purchase or sale of any securities in PAL. This presentation is for information purposes only and is not a prospectus, product 
disclosure statement or other offer document under Australian law or the law of any other jurisdiction. This document is not a financial product or investment advice, or a recommendation to acquire securities in PAL, nor is it legal or tax advice. 
You are solely responsible for seeking independent and professional advice in relation to the information contained in this presentation and any action taken on the basis of that information. Before making an investment decision, prospective 
investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial and tax situation and needs and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate to their jurisdiction. 

Financial data
All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$) unless stated otherwise.

The financial information in this presentation is presented in an abbreviated form and does not include all of the disclosures required by the Australian Accounting Standards and other mandatory professional reporting requirements 
applicable to general purpose financial reports prepared in accordance with the Corporations Act.

Past performance
Past performance information given in this presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. The historical information in this presentation is, or is based upon, 
information that has been released to the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX). This presentation should be read in conjunction with PAL’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements which are available at www.asx.com.au.

Future performance
The presentation includes forward-looking statements regarding future events and the future financial performance of PAL. Forward looking words such as “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, 
“target” or other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements.  Any forward looking statements included in this document involve subjective judgment and analysis and are subject to significant uncertainties, risks 
and contingencies, many of which are outside the control of, and are unknown to, PAL and its officers, employees, agents or associates. In particular, factors such as variable climatic conditions and regulatory decisions and processes may affect 
the future operating and financial performance of PAL. This may cause actual results to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such statements. The information in this 
presentation also assumes the success of PAL’s business strategies. The success of the strategies is subject to uncertainties and contingencies beyond control, and no assurance can be given that the anticipated benefits from the strategies will 
be realised in the periods for which forecasts have been prepared or otherwise. Given these uncertainties, you are cautioned to not place undue reliance on any such forward looking statements. PAL is providing this information as of the date 
of this presentation and does not assume any obligation to update any forward-looking statements contained in this document as a result of new information, future events or developments or otherwise.

No guarantee, representation, warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given or made in relation to any forward-looking statement by any person (including the Company). In particular, no representation, warranty or assurance (express or 
implied) is given that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements in this presentation will actually occur. Actual results, performance or achievement may vary materially from any projections and 
forward-looking statements and the assumptions on which those statements are based. The forward-looking statements in this presentation speak only as at the date of this presentation.

Investors are strongly cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, particularly in light of the current economic climate and the significant volatility, uncertainty and disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Disclaimer
Except as required by law, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness, reliability or correctness of the Information, opinions and conclusions, or as to the reasonableness of any
assumption contained in this presentation. By receiving this presentation and to the extent permitted by law, you release PAL and its officers, employees, agents and associates from any liability (including, without limitation, in respect of direct,
indirect or consequential loss or damage or loss or damage arising by negligence) arising as a result of the reliance by you or any other person on anything contained in or omitted from this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by
law, PAL and its respective advisers, affiliates, related bodies corporate, directors, officers, partners, employees and agents exclude and disclaim all liability, including without limitation for negligence or for any expenses, losses, damages or costs
incurred by you as a result of your participation in or failure to participate in the Offer and the information in the presentation being inaccurate or incomplete in any way for any reason, whether by negligence or otherwise. To the maximum
extent permitted by law, PAL and its advisers, affiliates, related bodies corporate, directors, officers, partners, employees and agents make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or
completeness of information in this presentation.
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Chairman’s Address 4

Interim CEO’s Presentation 8

Formal Business of Meeting 29

• Financial Report for year ended 31 December 2020

• Adoption of Remuneration Report

• Director elections

• Ratification of issue of Ordinary Shares

Meeting Close

Q&A

AGENDA
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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
SIMON MOORE
NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

42021 Annual General Meeting
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

5

Wide breadth of industry experience across pharmaceuticals, agriculture and investment management 

Mr. Simon Moore
Independent Non-Executive Chairman

Mr. Stuart Black
Independent Director

Chair of Audit & Risk Committee

Ms. Sue MacLeman
Independent Director

Chair of Human Capital 
Committee

Mr. Iain Ross
Independent Director

2021 Annual General Meeting
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LEADERSHIP TEAM   

6

Over 100 years of collective experience in opiate based pharmaceuticals industry

Ms. Lucy Waddell
Group Head of Quality

Mr. Craig Sweenie
Site Director – Norway  

Mr. Richard Scullion
Commercial & Sales Director

Mr. Brendan Middleton
Interim CEO & CFO

Dr. Artur Abreu
Site Director – Australia

Dr. Richard Bos
Director of Research & 

Development

Mr. Giles Moss
CEO (from 1 Sep 2021)

2021 Annual General Meeting
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LEADERSHIP TRANSITION UNDERWAY

7

CEO departure in December 2020; CFO Brendan Middleton 
appointed Interim CEO with hands-on Board support during the 
transition period 

Iain Ross, an experienced pharmaceutical and biotech company 
director based in the UK, appointed to Board in December 2020

Long serving Board member Todd Barlow resigned in February 
2021 after 6 years as a Director to focus on other commitments

Board and management team has completed thorough review 
of strategy and operations

Appointment of Giles Moss as CEO to commence September 
2021 based in the UK; brings over 30 years of commercial 
leadership and operations experience in the pharmaceutical 
industry

CEO transition and Board renewal to provide strong foundation for strategic initiative execution

2021 Annual General Meeting
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INTERIM CEO’S 
PRESENTATION
BRENDAN MIDDLETON
INTERIM CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

82021 Annual General Meeting
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

9

Low-cost extractor of Narcotic 
Raw Material (NRM), the 

largest cost contributor to cost 
of opiate-based Active 

Pharmaceutical Ingredient 
(API) and Finished Dosage 

Formulation (FDF) products

Growing global supplier of 
opiate-based pain relief 
medicines with future 

opportunities in high-value 
products and markets

Manufacturer of opiate-based 
FDF products under Contract 

Manufacturing (CMO) or direct 
to distributors from own 

Marketing Authorisations 
(MAs)

Fully integrated opiate based pain relief medication manufacturer from “farmgate to pharmacy”

2021 Annual General Meeting
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FULLY INTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN

10

Fully integrated opiate based supply chain from “farmgate to pharmacy”; MAs has completed product offering

Southern 
Hemisphere 
Straw Supply

Northern 
Hemisphere 

Pelleted Straw Supply

Morphine
Codeine
Thebaine
Oripavine

Sale of poppy 
seed for culinary 

purposes

NRM sales to external 
customers

Codeine Phosphate
Pholcodine CMO Manufacture

API sales to external 
customers

Input optionality at every stage - “Buy” or “Manufacture” with a focus on lowest cost / highest margin outcome

Raw material 
(Poppy Straw)

Narcotic Raw 
Material (“NRM”)

Active 
Pharmaceutical

Ingredient (“API”)

Manufacture or use 
CMO to supply direct 
to distributors from 

owned MAs

3rd party NRM 
suppliers

3rd party API 
suppliers

2021 Annual General Meeting
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LOOKING AHEAD

2021 and beyond2020 / 2021

ACQUIRED MAs TO DRIVE 
VOLUME AT HIGHER VALUE

Exited low-margin non-opiate 
FDF CMO contract

Acquired 7 opiate based 
product  MAs

Simplified production processes 

Qualified FDF customers for 
PAL MA products

Validated and gained approval 
of site change and full transfer 
of first 2 MA products in 
February 2021

Additional MA launch in 
progress

11

Strong future earnings growth potential through acquisition of MAs in 2020 and launch in 2021

MAXIMISING VALUE ACROSS 
SUPPLY CHAIN WITH MAs

❖ Strategy to optimise value at all 
points of supply chain – “buy” or 
“manufacture”  

❖ Fully utilise API and tableting 
capacity

❖ Partnership with UK 
manufacturer driving further 
value from acquired MAs

❖ Completing remaining MA 
transfers, validations and 
approvals

❖ Enter European market to 
maximise value of existing MAs

❖ Continue product development 
around opiate-based pain relief

2021 Annual General Meeting
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FY20 RESULTS 
OVERVIEW
BRENDAN MIDDLETON
INTERIM CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

122021 Annual General Meeting
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CHALLENGING FY20 BUT MAJOR MILESTONES ACHIEVED

Disappointing financial performance in FY20 due to MA approval delays, but major strategic milestones achieved

13

Limited impact of COVID-19 on operations, but paracetamol 
shortages and deferral of elective surgeries reduced API demand

Regulatory approval delays of two product MAs, combined with 
COVID-19-related lower API demand, impacted revenue and 
earnings; the cessation of the non-opiate based legacy FDF supply 
agreement significantly reduced revenue, compared to 2019

Higher inventory levels were carried to mitigate supply chain 
interruptions: this coupled with MA approval delays and reduced 
API demand, led to a major increase in work-in-progress inventory

Core 30/500 Co-Codamol caplet and tablet product approval received 
in February 2021 with product launch and first sales commenced in 
Q2 2021

Senior leadership changes occurred in late 2020 / early 2021

2021 Annual General Meeting
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Revenue impacted by early exit of non-opiate based supply 
agreement and lower API volumes due to major UK customer 
losing its manufacturing licence; revenue expected to accelerate in 
FY21 from sale of opiate based FDF products under owned MAs

Reduction in gross profit driven by reduced Finished Dosage 
revenue; production inefficiencies associated with timing of FDF 
supply agreement exit; lower API volumes; and lower seed volumes 
due to reduction in domestic growing area

Indirect overhead cost base reduced by $3.1m (~17.6%), from April 
2020 following exit of the non-opiate CMO supply agreement and 
the benefit of $1.1m in wage subsidy receipts 

Operating EBITDA(a) impacted by the decline in revenue, gross 
margin and costs associated with MA site transfers, partly offset 
by indirect overhead cost reduction

Net debt increased with the acquisition of MAs and additional 
inventory to avoid COVID-19 supply disruption

FY20 RESULTS OVERVIEW

14

Indirect Overhead ($)

-17.6%

On FY20 to A$14.5m; wage subsidy 
benefit plus reset cost base

Operating EBITDA(a) ($)

-$15.5m

On FY20 to -$15.8m; impact of 
temporary gross margin decline

(a) Operating EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure – see appendix of 2020 Full 
Year Results presentation for reconciliation of Operating EBITDA to statutory net 
profit/(loss) after tax.

Revenue ($)

-59.9%

On FY20 to $21.9m; impacted by 
planned supply agreement exit.

Gross Profit ($)

-101.7%

On FY20 to (A$0.3m); uplift through 
FY21 with MAs supply commencing

FY20 was a transition year where the company positioned itself for growth through MA Finished Dosage sales

2021 Annual General Meeting
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15

MARKETING AUTHORISATIONS
LAUNCH UPDATE
BRENDAN MIDDLETON
INTERIM CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

2021 Annual General Meeting
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MA APPROVALS GRANTED & PRODUCT LAUNCH COMMENCED

MA product value proposition: 1kg of Codeine Phosphate sold 
via an MA product generates approx. A$1,200/kg revenue 
compared to approx. A$500/kg when sold as an API

MAs acquired for 7 products in 2020; Norway site change 
approval granted in February 2020 to commence manufacture 
of 2 highest value and volume MA products

Final MHRA approval required minor packaging change with 
first MA product commencing in March 2021

EU approval process for core MAs begins end of May 2021, expect 
to enter selected markets by March 2022

Contract Manufacturing Partnership with M&A Pharmachem
(UK) established comprising MA licenses, CMO and API supply to:

• Accelerate use of PAL-owned MAs and enhance UK 
retail market access

• Adds to PAL ability to service customers in the world’s 
largest codeine-based pain management market 

• ‘Capital light’ approach to expand capacity and 
market reach

• Provides significant long term API sales volumes

162021 Annual General Meeting

Maximising value of Codeine Phosphate API through sale in Marketing Authorisaton products

First Palla Pharma Co-
Codamol 30/500mg 

Tablets lifted from the 
packing line by robotic 

lifter (21 March 2021)
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$24
$26
$28
$30
$32
$34

Co-Codamol 30/500 
UK Sales (US$m)

UK MARKET DYNAMICS FOR CODEINE PRODUCTS

17

Price of a 100-tablet packet (Codeine/Paracetamol 30mg / 
500mg) has increased significantly since Q2 2018 from approx. 
£2.50 to over £4.00 per 100 pack

Sales volumes in the UK, including retail and hospital, has grown 
strongly over the same period, up 28.6% and 21.7% over the year 
to March 2020 before COVID-19 impacted elective surgeries

Two major manufacturers were unable to supply product for an 
extended period leading to supply shortages

With recently launched MAs, and the Manufacturing Partnership 
established, PAL can compete strongly in the UK market and 
maximise the value of its portfolio of MAs

Market pricing is holding to expectation for initial sales £2.00

£2.50

£3.00

£3.50

£4.00

£4.50

CoCodamol 30/500 100 Tablet CoCodamol 30/500 100 Caplet

Market Price of 100 Pack

Source: Company estimates and IQVIA United Kingdom 

Source: Company estimate and IQVIA United Kingdom 

Robust market dynamics remain for UK codeine-based products; pricing holding to expectation for initial sales

2021 Annual General Meeting
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CMO PARTNERSHIP TO MAXIMISE UK MA OPPORTUNITY

18

A commercial relationship established with M&A Pharmachem to 
maximise the economic opportunity of the MAs for each party 

Established a partnership for UK manufacturing, to accelerate use 
of the portfolio of Palla owned MAs

CMO and licencing agreement with M&A Pharmachem, gives 
Palla access to additional capacity and allows M&A Pharmachem 
to re-establish itself in the market in its own right with 
limitations on volume

Onshore UK manufacturing capacity also mitigates potential 
logistics challenges posed by Brexit

M&A Pharmachem will manufacture under MAs which Palla's 
current capacity will not allow it to use in the short to medium 
term

2021 Annual General Meeting

CMO partnership provides additional capacity to realise value from all MAs
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MAs ACQUIRED AND CUSTOMER SUPPLY MODEL ESTABLISHED

2021 Annual General Meeting

Multi-source UK customer supply model established through use of internal and CMO manufacturing capacity

MA products launched 2021

1. 30/500mg 
Codeine Phosphate/Paracetamol Caplet

2. 30/500mg 
Codeine Phosphate/Paracetamol Tablet

Other MAs acquired in 2020 

1. 8/500mg 
Codeine Phosphate/Paracetamol Tablet

2. 10/500mg 
Dihydrocodeine /Paracetamol Tablet

3. 20/500mg 
Dihydrocodeine / Paracetamol Tablet

4. 30/500mg 
Dihydrocodeine / Paracetamol Tablet

5. 30mg Dihydrocodeine Tablets

Multi-source UK Customer Supply Model

• Utilise internal Norway capacity for highest volume and value 
Codeine Phosphate products; deliver direct to 3PL logistics 
partner in the UK with extensive supply network of wholesalers 
and distributors who then supply direct to UK customer base

• Contract Manufacturing Organisation (CMO) partnership 
established with UK based M&A Pharmachem to provide 
additional ‘capital light’ capacity for Codeine Phosphate 
products and accelerate UK market entry for remaining MAs

19
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MANUFACTURING CAPACITY UTILISATION & PROGRESS

2021 Annual General Meeting

Expect Finished Dosage capacity to be fully utilised exiting 2021

Norway site Finished Dosage capacity:
• Initial capacity: 550,000 packs per month and increasing to 

750,000 packs per month from June (9m per annum = ~28t of 
Codeine Phosphate equivalent API consumption per annum), 
and expect to fully utilise through Q3 2021

• Scope to further increase capacity with capex of A$1.5m for 
additional 250,000 packs per month, lead time of 9 months

Manufacturing Partnership with M&A Pharmachem provides 
additional Finished Dosage capacity:
• 200,000 packs per month (2.4m per annum = ~7t of Codeine 

Phosphate equivalent API consumption) post MHRA MA access 
approval for M&A Pharmachem (expected July 2021) and expect 
to exit 2021 fully utilised

• Scope for further volumes based on capacity availability

Finished Dosage capacity supported by:
• API capacity of ~70t in Norway to supply both internal and 

CMO Finished Dosage requirements with remaining supply 
directed to external customers

• NRM capacity of 70t in Australia to supply internal to Norway 
and external customers

MA packs per month production run-rate (by shift) 

M
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March 2021 May 2021

First Palla Pharma 
Co-Codamol 
30/500mg Tablet 
pallets assembled for 
delivery
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KEY PLAYERS IN THE UK MARKET

2021 Annual General Meeting

Large wholesalers with own retail brands and outlets dominate the market

21

45p/pack

£1.75/pack

Wholly owned subsidiary of Walgreen 
Alliance Boots

Alliance 
Healthcare

• Significant wholesale volumes and retail presence through 
Boots business with over 2,200 stores

Part of McKesson EuropeAAH

• Have a separate short line arm in Trident and 16 other AAH 
Branches in UK and buy for their retail chain Lloyds (>1,500 
stores)

Part of largest Pan-European Pharma 
DistributorPhoenix

• Based in Runcorn (13 depots throughout UK) and also purchase 
for their retail arm Rowlands which has >500 stores in the UK

Part of Bestway since 2012Well

• Have 760 stores throughout UK and a key  player in full-line 
wholesale

Privately owned wholesalerDE 

• Based in Northern England but a national provider and 9 
distribution  depots nationally

Privately owned wholesaler and 
retailer

Lexon

• Strategy of acquisition most recently highlighted by 
purchase of Scottish short liner Strathclyde in 2020; have 
small retail presence of ~50 stores
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SALES & DISTRIBUTION PROGRESS

2021 Annual General Meeting

Commenced supply with 4 customers of major wholesaler group supplying 70% of UK Co-Codamol retail market

22

Major Wholesaler Outlets

Nationals 100+

6+ Pharmacy Groups

1-5 Pharmacy Groups

• Major Wholesalers Purchase over 
12m packs of Co-Codamol 30/500 
per year

• Over 50% of Total Pharmacies are 
Nationals

• Boots Represent 33% of Total 
Nationals

• Supermarkets represent around 
10% of Total Nationals

• Palla Pharma has commenced supply to 4 
of 6 targeted wholesale customers, which 
together supply ~70% of the UK Co-
Codamol 30/500 retail market; the 
remaining 30% of the retail market is 
branded generic product

• This excludes the Primary Care (ie. hospitals 
and other healthcare providers) market

Source: GPC 2016
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MA PORTFOLIO PRODUCT ROAD MAP

30/500 
Co-Codamol 
Tablets & 
Caplets
(Cartons)

8/500 
Co-Codamol 
Tablets
(Cartons)

10/500 Co-
Dydramol 
Tablets
(Cartons)

20/500 Co-
Dydramol 
Tablets
(Cartons)

30/500 Co-
Dydramol 
Tablets
(Cartons)

Dihydrocodeine 
Tablets 
(Cartons)

30/500 Co-
Codamol 
Tablets 
(Bottles) 

30/500 Co-
Codamol Caplets 
(Bottles)

30/500 Co-
Codamol 
Tablets
(Cartons)

30/500 Co-
Codamol 
Tablets
(Bottles)

30/500 Co-
Codamol Caplets 
(Cartons)

30/500 Co-Codamol 
Caplets
(Bottles)

UK

EU

Product Roadmap to drive maximum value from acquired MA’s

23

Prioritise product 
validation and 
development 

based on market 
opportunity

2021 Annual General Meeting
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2021 CRITICAL SUCCESS 
FACTORS & OUTLOOK
BRENDAN MIDDLETON
INTERIM CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

242021 Annual General Meeting
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2021 CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

2021 Annual General Meeting

Improved financial performance and heightened focus on cash conversion to reduce Net Debt 

2. MA sales 
launch 

strategy 
execution

1. MA FD 
production 
run-rates > 

750k/month

3. NRM & 
API WIP 

inventory 
reduction

4. Net Debt 
reduction

Exiting 2021 with proven and scalable business model driving 
surplus cash generation to reduce Net Debt by:

1. Achieving MA Finished Dosage production run rates > 
750k/month. Underpinned by a continued focus on 
manufacturing excellence initiatives in Norway which has 
included new maintenance planning and standards for key 
equipment (‘reactive to predictive’), cross-skilling of API and 
warehouse staff in FD production, rigorous establishment of 
rated operating limits complemented by routine shift reporting 
and downtime PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT improvement cycles

2. Execution of MA sales strategy. Continued penetration of 
UK wholesaler market to gain further wallet share.

3. NRM & API WIP reduction. Delivery of NRM WIP reduction 
plan to reduce WIP inventory and incremental cash cost of 
production (higher P&L cost of production impact, but 
improved cash conversion), and stagger API production to 
meet internal and external demand

25
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Foundations of fully integrated business model now in place with 
expectation of increasing MA sales volumes and expectation of both 
internal and CMO Finished Dosage production capacity being fully utilised
exiting 2021

UK CMO manufacturing partnership provides additional capacity and 
optionality to derive maximum value from owned MAs, and along with 3PL 
logistics provider partnership, reduces MA product distribution complexity 
and delivery capability risks

Revenue and margins expected to increase through 2H21 as MA product 
sales increase and additional capacity is utilised, and further planning for 
earnings accretive capacity expansion takes place

Focus on cashflow generation, improved operating leverage with 
increased sales and production volumes and reducing inventory build 
from FY20; NRM inventory reduction plan will negatively impact 
production costs but expected to improve cash conversion

Appointment of Giles Moss as CEO to commence from 1 September 2021

2021 OUTLOOK

Revenue and earnings skewed to second half of 2021 as MA sales ramp up to full capacity

262021 Annual General Meeting
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APPENDIX

272021 Annual General Meeting
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Giles brings over 30 years of commercial leadership and significant operational 
experience in the pharmaceutical industry to the role

Vice President and General Manager Europe at GW Pharmaceuticals, Giles has 
been central to the successful ex-US launch of a new highly regulated orphan 
medicine for epilepsy. Since 2016, Giles has built-out the core international 
functions and the commercial organisation across Europe

Prior roles as General Manager and accountable for regional P&Ls, in 24 countries 
across Europe and Asia Pacific and has also held key global and regional leadership 
roles

Broad pharmaceutical industry experience; starting as a sales representative and 
moving through marketing , medical and management roles at BMS, Sandoz and 
SmithKline Beecham whilst operating in multiple therapeutic areas including 
neurology, cardiology, oncology, infectious diseases and psychiatry.

Giles is a UK Pharmacist ,  and holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Pharmacy 
from Manchester University and an MBA from Henley the Management College, 
UK

CEO APPOINTMENT: GILES MOSS

Summary of skills and experience

282021 Annual General Meeting
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FORMAL BUSINESS OF 
MEETING
SIMON MOORE
NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

292021 Annual General Meeting
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Item 1 To receive and consider the Financial Report of the year ended 31 December 2020 together with the 
Directors’ Report and Auditor’s Report as set out in the Annual Report

Item 2 Resolution 1 - Adoption of Remuneration Report 

Item 3 Resolution 2 - Re-election of Stuart Alexander Black as a Director

Item 4 Resolution 3 – Election of Iain Gladstone Ross as a Director

Item 5 Resolution 4 – Ratification of issue of Ordinary Shares pursuant to ASX listing Rule 7.4

FORMAL BUSINESS OF MEETING

Meeting Agenda

2021 Annual General Meeting 30
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ITEM 1 – FORMAL BUSINESS OF MEETING

2021 Annual General Meeting 31

To receive and consider the Financial Report of the year ended 31 December 2020 together with the Directors’ Report 
and Auditor’s Report as set out in the Annual Report
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ITEM 2 – FORMAL BUSINESS OF MEETING

RESOLUTION 1 - ADOPTION OF REMUNERATION REPORT

2021 Annual General Meeting 32

“That, for the purposes of Section 250R(2) of the Corporations Act and for all other purposes, the Remuneration Report 
as contained in the Directors’ Report for the year ended 31 December 2020 be adopted.”

The vote on this resolution is advisory only and will not bind the Directors or the Company.  The vote will, however, be taken into consideration in determining future 
remuneration policy for Directors and executives. 

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:

¹ To be voted in favour of the resolution

Number %

FOR 97,264,614 99.34%

AGAINST 434,875 .44%

OPEN - Nominated Chair¹ 183,247 .19%

- Other Nomination 23,250 .02%

Abstain 162,414
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ITEM 3 – FORMAL BUSINESS OF MEETING

RESOLUTION 2 - RE-ELECTION OF STUART ALEXANDER BLACK AS A DIRECTOR

2021 Annual General Meeting 33

“That, Stuart Alexander Black , who retires in accordance with clause 23.10(b) of the Company’s Constitution and, being 
eligible, offers himself for re-election, be re-elected as a Director of the Company.” 

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:

Number %

FOR 97,555,884 99.59%

AGAINST 196,038 .20%

OPEN - Nominated Chair¹ 183,247 .19%

- Other Nomination 23,250 .02%

Abstain 109,981

¹ To be voted in favour of the resolution
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ITEM 4 – FORMAL BUSINESS OF MEETING

RESOLUTION 3 – ELECTION OF IAIN GLADSTONE ROSS AS A DIRECTOR

2021 Annual General Meeting 34

“That, Iain Gladstone Ross be elected as a Director of the Company.” 

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:

Number %

FOR 97,508,559 99.53%

AGAINST 248,363 .25%

OPEN - Nominated Chair¹ 183,247 .19%

- Other Nomination 23,250 .02%

Abstain 104,981

¹ To be voted in favour of the resolution
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ITEM 5 – FORMAL BUSINESS OF MEETING

RESOLUTION 4 – RATIFICATION OF ISSUE OF ORDINARY SHARES PURSUANT TO ASX LISTING RULE 7.4

2021 Annual General Meeting 35

“That, in accordance with ASX Listing Rule 7.4, the Company ratifies and approves for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 
7.1, the issue of 8,000,000 Fully Paid Ordinary Shares in the capital of the Company, details of a which are set out in the 
Explanatory Memorandum which accompanies and forms part of the Notice.” 

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution:

Number %

FOR 88,895,920 99.75%

AGAINST 12,876 .01%

OPEN - Nominated Chair¹ 186,247 .21%

- Other Nomination 23,250 .03%

Abstain 8,950,107

¹ To be voted in favour of the resolution
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